PALM AVENUE VILLAS CHEATSHEET – Updated 6-2020
Greetings neighbors,
This is an updated version of our cheat sheet that was made as an informative
introduction for newcomers and a reminder for longtime residents of the things that
make daily life here a bit smoother for us all.
The Villas were built in 1998 and established as a non-profit homeowners association.
The bylaws (documents) specify rights and obligations and provide for the collective
maintenance of our common property (you should have received a copy when you
bought a villa, or contact a board member). The general aim of the association is the
upkeep of our property to maintain value and appearance, the avoidance of disputes
among residents by having a few, sensible rules for us all to follow, and the provision
of opportunities for meeting and discussion. There is an annual general meeting
(AGM, usually in November) when each household may vote on a board member
whose 2-year term is expiring. Board meetings are held as needed during the year.
Notices of meetings are posted on the mailbox.
The property is managed by Progressive Community Management (our manager is
Steve Chernick), with offices at 3701 South Osprey Avenue, where most meetings are
held. This company collects dues, hires and makes disbursement to workers and
follows up delinquencies and disputes, with legal representation if necessary.
The homeowners association board, the 3 members of which are elected to 2-year
terms at the AGM, liaises with and oversees PCM on the above matters, and decides
on: budget, landscaping, irrigation, security, exterior painting of all homes and

common area structures, roof and courtyard pressure washing, awning replacement if
necessary, maintenance and improvement of all common areas and structures
(parking, pavers, gates, lights), trimming of all common area landscaping, and
perimeter palms. This is what your dues cover. (Special assessments are only levied
when absolutely necessary, and we are gradually building a reserve for large
expenses, such as painting or gate replacement, to try and avoid this.)
GARBAGE/RECYCLING is collected weekly, very early Tuesdays –please put cans out
Monday evening. Please put garbage cans and garden waste on the entrance
driveway and recycling cans on the exit driveway. All garbage – including styrofoam
sealed in a plastic bag -must be inside your garbage can: no plastic bags outside
please.
Call 941-365-7651 for free pick up of items such as old chairs, refrigerators, etc.
(website is https://www.sarasotafl.gov/government/public-works/solid-waste.
Empty cans/containers (villa numbers on each) are brought in by our helpful residents
and left in front of appropriate garages. Please take yours inside as soon as possible.

MAILBOX is at the end of the parking structure; collected/delivered daily except
Sundays, usually late afternoon (earlier on Saturdays).
PARKING: Ten (10) villas own a parking space, numbered to correspond with the
villa, in the central carport; no-one else can park there without owner’s permission!
There is no parking anywhere else in the courtyard, with the following, temporary,
exceptions – temporary parking, (staging area), is in center of each long side of
courtyard, not at ends.):
• Workers who need their vehicles for supplies, e.g. cleaners
• Loading and unloading
• If you are being picked up please be reasonable about waiting time, and only
allow waiting in designated temporary parking areas. (Of course, there is
absolutely no overnight parking.)

However, please NEVER park so you block the driveway, even for one minute. The
developers built as many homes as possible on this property, leaving just enough
room for cars to safely park in designated spaces and drive through; there is no room
for ANYTHING else.
Home Repairs: Each of us owns our individual villas and we are each responsible for
all repairs for everything connected with our homes, including roofs, walls, and
side/rear exterior light fixtures. However, as mentioned above, exterior painting
includes a one time repair of surface masonry cracks. Awning repair/replacement is
covered under Association dues and/or an assessment, if necessary. Bulbs for and
repairs/replacements to light fixtures facing onto the common area are also covered.
Landscaping: The common area comprises all land except rear and enclosed patios
and is maintained by a professional company, Second Nature, in close consultation
with your board. (No personal plants or any other items are allowed in the common

area facing the courtyard,?? in order to present an attractively cohesive appearance.)
We aim to use non-exotic, low maintenance plants that enhance the ambiance of our
Villas. Micro-irrigation occurs late at night once or twice a week. Mulch is used to
cut down on weeds and reduce need for water. Second Nature comes every week,
usually Friday, to cleanup/prune the common areas, etc. Their workers will clean up
all rear patios with a blower, removing fallen debris and trimming all perimeter
palms/hedges as needed: this and all common area landscaping is covered by dues.
All landscaping and mulching on rear patios, apart from aforementioned perimeter
palm and hedge trimming, is individual homeowner’s responsibility: please arrange
and pay for extra work you require direct with Second Nature or your preferred
company (Call 811 for utility locating before ANY digging: this is a free service, and
we have many utility lines beside our villas). The palms around the perimeter wall
and all palms in the common courtyard are trimmed once a year, included in dues.
Garage doors: Please keep these closed when not in use.
Pets/Wildlife: We all love our pets – but we don’t enjoy mess in our common area.
Please ensure your animals do their duty appropriately elsewhere and, in case of

accidents, please clean it up. Dogs must be LEASHED at all times in the common area,
for common sense safety, cleanliness and insurance reasons. PLEASE do NOT feed
any wildlife, including birds (we have had very bad experiences, especially with rats,
due to this). To avoid inviting mosquitoes, please check for and remove any standing

water promptly.

Windows: These are cleaned once a year, after hurricane season. Exterior washing
only is covered by dues; interior cleaning with screen removal needs to be arranged
by resident direct with the cleaning company. A notice will be sent to all residents.
Gates/Entry control unit: When a visitor at the gate calls you from the gate control
box, press “9” on your (941 area code) control telephone to raise the gate, or use your
remote control. If the gate needs to be kept raised, cover the sensor. The gates can
only rise high enough to admit a vehicle the approximate height of a Comcast van;
they are not high enough to allow moving vans – these will break the gate!! (Please

do not hesitate to intervene if you see a too high vehicle attempting to enter: our
gates and lanterns have been damaged and repair is very expensive). When you
schedule an appointment with a worker, please check on the size of their vehicle, and
remind them about gate restrictions when they call to say they are on their way or
have arrived. No trailers are permitted in the courtyard; all trailers must be parked
on the street .
The code to raise entry gate from outside is 5231; from inside use the control
mounted on the end of the parking structure - the code is 1234. Please be very
selective with whom you share this code. Emergency services have a special access
on the outside control box. The pedestrian gate has an exit button and the entry
code is also 5231. Use this small gate as much as possible to save wear on vehicular
ones (PLEASE close gate - magnetic closure kicks in after ~ 8 seconds!).
Sale/Lease Signs: These are not allowed anywhere on the property (including
sidewalk area) or in windows. This has been discussed several times and there are
many reasons for this prohibition, security of all of us being the most important.
Decorations: The common area and presentation to the street has been designed to
be attractive and appear cohesive. Flags on appropriate days are acceptable. Without
being grinch-like, may we request that residents show restraint in how they decorate
exteriors for holidays. Your Board puts (hopefully tasteful!) wreaths on the two
lighted entry columns during the December holidays.
Lights: If you notice a bulb out anywhere in the common area, please notify a Board
member. We will replace with matching low energy bulbs.
Courtesy to your Neighbors: To keep the peace, please never use TV or music players
etc. on your balconies or courtyards, and if you have an especially noisy vehicle
please do your best to minimize this.

It is really pleasant to get to know everyone who lives here  Nosy neighbors are
the best kind! If you see a stranger acting suspiciously, please speak up. This is a

small, beautiful community with a family atmosphere that feels safe, private and
quiet but is within walking distance of the excitement of downtown and around the
corner from restaurants and the movies. It is truly quite unique. Together let’s keep
it one of the loveliest places to live in Sarasota. Thank you - and welcome!
From your Association Board:
Bob Kruse, President, Villa 6 – 362 0826
Jane Robinson, Treasurer, Villa 5 – 350 6810
Denise Barth, Secretary, Villa 2 – 504 1733

